66-963 Kamakahala St. Waialua, HI 96791
Phone: (808) 429-2101
Website: www.DownCountryNS.com
Email: downcountrypartyrentals@hotmail.com

SAFETY RULES
While in operation, users of all inflatable(s) must comply with the following safety rules:
____ 1.
Initials
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Initials
____ 3.
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____ 4.
Initials
____ 5.
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____ 6.
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____ 7.
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____ 8.
Initials
____ 9.
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____ 10.
Initials

____ 11.
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____ 12.
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NO shoes, slippers, eyeglasses,
jewelry, as well, as any sharp
objects are to be worn by anyone
using all inflatables.
NO pets, toys, balls, boogie boards,
foreign objects, etc. are allowed in all
inflatables.
NO food, drinks, gum, candy or any
edible object(s), confetti, mud, sand,
water in a DRY bouncer is allowed in
all inflatables.
NO canned sprays of any kind, silly
string or any flammable objects are
allowed in all inflatables.
NO rough play of any kind; including,
but not limited to wrestling, flipping
or dog piling.
All weight and occupancy requirements
must be followed.
NO bouncing off sides of walls or near
the doorway.
NO hanging off any part of the
inflatable, including but not limited to;
windows, doors and wall netting.
Users are to only use the inside of the
bounce house inflatable. NO climbing
on to the roof or any area not intended
for usage.
People who are waiting outside the
inflatable must be at least 5 feet from
the doors, blowers, electrical cords and
any external power supply that may be
used in the operation of the inflatable.
Users must enter and exit through the
doors only.
Users must exit the inflatable
immediately if the inflatable begins to
lose air.
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User Weight and Occupancy Specifications for Combo Inflatables
Maximum Weight = 800lbs
Maximum Occupancy = 8 Children or 5 adults in bounce house area.
One user at a time on slide area.

**RIDE AT YOUR OWN RISK!!**

Users must never enter the inflatable if ____ 27.
Children under 3 are not to use the
it is not inflated fully.
Initials
inflatable(s).
If the inflatable is being used outdoors, ____ 28.
Persons with mental or physical
users must exit if winds exceed
Initials
impairments should not be allowed to
15MPH.
use the inflatable.
The inflatable is not to be set up near
____ 29.
Persons with previous neck or back
gas, water, electrical hook ups or
Initials
injuries should not use the inflatable.
appliances.
____ 30.
It is not recommended that children
The inflatable is not to be used with any Initials
with a weight disparity of more than
equipment other than what the
20lbs use the inflatable at the same
manufacturer recommends.
time.
Observe precautions on product
____ 31.
Users that become exhausted and tired
WARNING LABEL at all times.
Initials
must exit the inflatable.
The inflatable is not to be used unless it ____ 32.
A user that is bleeding or have an open
is secured to the ground with
Initials
cut must not use the inflatable.
sandbags or stakes.
____ 33.
All users must immediately exit the
The inflatable is not to be set up at an
Initials
inflatable if someone has been bleeding,
angle on a diagonal or sloped floor
gets sick and vomits, or secretes any
such as on a hill.
noticeable body fluid while using the
The inflatable is not to be set up on any
inflatable.
unstable surfaces such as sand, loose
____ 34.
DO NOT use the inflatable in adverse
dirt or mud.
Initials
weather conditions such as rain, sleet,
If used indoors, the building in which
snow, high winds, or extreme
this inflatable is used must pass all
temperatures.
local building and safety codes.
____ 35.
Only blowers approved for inflatable
Never use the inflatable without
Initials
use having a minimum of 1HP and
anchoring it to the ground.
producing a minimum of 650 cubic feet
It is not recommended that the
per minute (CFM) at 6.5” water gauge
inflatable be set up on concrete of hard
static pressure is to be used with this
flooring.
inflatable.
The design and materials of the
____ 36.
DO NOT insert fingers, toes, etc. into
inflatable are not to be modified or
Initials
the blower or it may cause injury.
changed in any way without the
____ 37.
DO NOT insert foreign objects into the
manufacturers’ approval.
Initials
blower.
Supervision is required by an adult or
____ 38.
User must go down the slide feet first
qualified attendant at all times.
Initials
only.
Children are never to be left
____ 39.
Only one user at a time can climb up
unattended.
Initials
the climber.
** FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE RULES MAY RESULT IN INJURY!!**
User Weight and Occupancy Specifications for Single Lane Water Slide
Maximum Weight = 600lbs
Maximum Occupancy = 2 Children or 2 adults (1 on the slide area and 1 on the
climber).
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Only one user at a time can go down
the slide.
NO jumping or standing on slide area,
slide surface, slide platform or rails.
NO climbing up the slide the wrong
way.
NO jumping or diving off the slide
platform or any party of the slide.
NO lubricants or soap are to be used on
the slide area or on any other part of
the inflatable.
Water is not to be used on slides that
are not designed for water use.
USE CAUTION: All WET/Water
Slide bouncers are very slippery when
wet and injuries may occur if not used
properly.
The inflatable should not be used until
it is completely filled with air and the
water weight bag has been filled with
water. Failure to do so may result in
the slide becoming unstable and there
may be the possibility of serious injury.
If the inflatable has a pool, the pool
must be filled so the water level
measures at least 8".
Blowers, electrical cords and any power
supply must never come in contact with
water.
Overnight rental procedures: Blower
must be unplugged and secured in a
locked area when finished with use for
the day.

User Weight and Occupancy Specifications for Bounce House Inflatables
13x13 Bounce House:
Maximum Weight = 800lbs
Maximum Occupancy = 8 Children or 5 Adults
15x15 Bounce House:
Maximum Weight = 1000lbs
Maximum Occupancy = 10 Children or 6 Adults

The inflatable(s) is an electrically operated product. Not recommended for children under 3 years old. As with all electrical products, precautions should be taken during handling and use to prevent electrical shock.
Compliance with all manufacturers rules, instructions and specifications of electrical components used for the operation of the inflatable(s) is required.

Release of Liability and Assumption of Risk
IN CONSIDERATION OF being permitted to use the inflatable bouncer/water-slide unit(s) and/or equipment(s), the undersigned acknowledges and agrees to the following:
1. I, The Customer, will abide by all policies and procedures regarding the inflatable bouncer/waterslide unit(s) and/or equipment(s) activities;
2. Risks and dangers exist during inflatable bouncer/water-slide activities and/or other rented
equipment(s). These risks include physical injuries, psychological injuries and even the
possibility of loss of life;
3. I, The Customer, understand that injuries have happened using inflatable bouncers/water-slide
unit(s) and/or equipment(s), injuries may happen in the future and there is the potential for injury
during use by The Customer and his/her guests. The Customer assumes the risk of renting the
arranged inflatable bouncer/water-slide unit(s) and/or equipment(s);
4. Each person is responsible for his/her own actions and those of his/her child(ren) on and around
the inflatable bouncer/water-slide unit(s) and/or equipment(s) and agrees to abide by all posted
rules, policies and procedures in order to maintain the utmost level of safety;
5. I, The Customer, hereby assumes all of the risks of participating in the inflatable bouncer/waterslide activities and will hold DOWNCOUNTRY Party Rentals & Inflatables, LLC, its
employees, agents, officers, trustees and affiliates harmless from any and all liability, actions,
demands, damages, expenses, costs, claims and causes of action of any and all possible nature in
respect of injury, death loss or damage to his/herself, child(ren), party guest(s), or property
however caused as a result of or in any way relating to his/her activities in and around the
inflatable bouncer/water-slide unit(s) and/or equipment(s);

6. I, The Customer, further agrees to indemnify and hold harmless DOWNCOUNTRY Party
Rentals & Inflatables, LLC, its employees, agents, officers, trustees and affiliates from and
against any and all liability incurred as a result of or in any manner related to his/her participation
in the inflatable bouncer/water-slide unit(s) activities and/or equipment(s);
7. If, despite the signing of this waiver, a lawsuit is brought against DOWNCOUNTRY Party
Rentals & Inflatables, LLC, its employees, agents, officers, trustees or affiliates in relation to
participation in the inflatable bouncer/water-slide unit(s) and/or equipment(s), I, The Customer,
agrees to pay for any and all court costs and attorney fees incurred as a result of such litigation;
8. I, The Customer, also declares that neither he/she nor his/her child(ren) and party guest(s), if
applicable, are under the influence of any chemical substance including alcohol at the time of the
signing of this release or at the time of participation in the inflatable bouncer/water-slide unit(s)
activities and/or equipment(s);
9. I, The Customer, agrees that if any provision of this release is found to be unenforceable or
invalid in any way, the remaining provisions will remain in force and effect;
10. I, The Customer, fully understand that the inflatable bouncer/water-slide unit(s) activities and/or
equipment(s) involve a certain level of risk of injury. His/her, and party guest(s) participation in
these activities and his/her signing of this waiver are completely voluntary.
11. I, The Customer, have read, understand, and agree to this Release of Liability and Assumption
of Risk agreement which covers each and every inflatable bouncer/water-slide unit and
equipment, in which he/she participates hereafter.

My signature below expressly acknowledges that I fully understand and agree to the terms contained in the Release of Liability and Assumption of Risk agreement and I understand that I have given up
substantial rights by signing this document. As such, I hereby sign this Release of Liability and Assumption of Risk agreement freely and voluntarily and without any inducement or duress.
I HAVE READ, UNDERSTAND, AND AGREE WITH THIS SAFETY RULES AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND ASSUMPTION OF RISK AGREEMENT

Customer Name (Print)

Customer Signature

Date

